IN MEMORY OF:

Art & Florence Tingum  
Maurice B. Collette  
my wife, Eileen Kaster  
Bill & Trudy Cooper  
Math & Sally Neisen  
deceased members of the Novacek Family  
Bruce Marsden  
Ron, Lester, Helen Stevens and Gail  
my beloved husband, Jim  
John & Elsie Mlodzik  
Fred W., Janet M., and Fred B. Eggl, and Thomas D. Steele  
Connie & Woody Caspers  
my husband, Roman Heley  
Jerome & Alvina Klinkhammer, and their son, Tom  
my beloved wife, Kathleen Brule  
Philip & Anna Schiele  
Leo Glatt and Chris Leingang  
Kyle Newman  
our parents  
Terence J. Rieder  
George & Anna Chaput  
Della Lutovsky  
Tom Wolbeck  
Phyllis Sauer  
Fran Rapacz  
Rodney Webster  
Vincent & Jerry Breidenbach  
Lester Pulst  
Stella Bassen  
Conrad Pietruszewski  
Kenneth & Phyllis Behm  
Manson & Margaret Rader  
Ganje and Bruckelmeyer family members  
Maurice Normandin  
our parents  

by: Connie Caspers +  
by: Lorna M. Collette  
by: Ray Kaster  
by: their families  
by: their family  
by: Alta Novacek  
by: Carolyn & Dave Utke  
by: Pat & Carol Cook  
by: Marilyn Rood  
by: Lorraine Blawat  
by: Cynthia and Jill Eggl  
by: Brenda Ihry  
by: his wife, Anne Heley  
by: Steve Klinkhammer & family  
by: David Brule  
by: Mary Ann Ginther & family  
by: Fran Leingang  
by: Tabernacle Society of St. James Basilica  
by: Stan & Verna LaBounty  
by: your 7 daughters, and 1 son, Donovan  
by: their family  
by: Lorraine & Rodney Riskey  
by: Rita Wolbeck  
by: DuWayne Sauer  
by: Johanna Walski  
by: Dennis & Eloise Sobtzak  
by: Lottie Breidenbach and Connie Scholand  
by: Jenny Pulst  
by: Wes & Pat Limesand  
by: Floyd Blazejewski  
by: Irene and Marlys Behm  
by: Robert Rader & family  
by: Terry & Carol Washburn  
by: Marilyn Amiot  
by: Cornelius & Kathy Kooren

(continued)
and IN MEMORY OF:

Martin & Delia Swartz by: Shirley Peterka
our mom, Delores Roller by: Rose, Bill, Margie, and Julie
Mike and Sue Schneider by: Harvey Schneider
Trula Teiken, Kelly Brakefield, and Heidi Brakefield by: Dick & Mariella Welle

In loving memory of: my husband, Clark Klava by: Jane Klava

A GIFT IN SUPPORT OF:

our family by: Ann & Allyn Wald
good health for Dylan Tischer by: Marlene Lehman
Rita & Dale H. by: Carol Schmitz
living members of the O’Brien family, and Louis O’Brien + by: Marie O’Brien
the Bourdeau and Varriano families by: Ken & Marianne Bourdeau

IN HONOR OF: my family by: Marilyn Fetsch

SUPPORT FOR SUNDAY TV MASS BY:

Peter & Dorothy Hermes Eugene & Jill Barnby
Emma & Jack McKeever Anthony & Paulette Mohr
Julie Hjelle James & Karen Christiansen
Anonymous Cindy Buttke
Ronald Casey Scott & Liz Miller
Anonymous Lois Axtman
Eugene Lautenschlager + Ronald & Lorraine Kensok
David & Jodi Beneda Lucille Winkler

Thank you for your support.

Vol. 103 Prayer Guide requests and donations may be sent to:

DIOCESE of FARGO - TV Mass
5201 Bishops Blvd S, Fargo ND 58104